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10. Call for Recommendations and Nominations for more Section Editors
The listing of section editors of our journal Ultimate Reality and Meaning given above in
section 1 does not provide a sufficient number of experts for each science represented in
our project. Associates and readers are kindly asked to recommend, nominate or even
volunteer as future Section Editors.
To facilitate the choice we describe here the task of a Section Editor of the journal Ultimate
Reality and Meaning, Interdisciplinary Studies in the Philosophy of Understanding:
1. organize a special editorial board for the section;
2. select all the items listed in the Outline belonging to the particular field and improve on
our Outline, if it is necessary;
3. invite experts to work on topics related to one’s field. It is recommended to glance over
the new publication lists of various university presses and invite new authors to come to the
biennial meeting and present the ideas of “ultimates” assumed in their subject matter. This
would be a uncommon chance to call the attention of the scholarly world to their recent
publication;
4. evaluate critically the submitted manuscripts according to the proper scientific norms
requested by the sciences involved;
5. ensure that the idea of ultimate reality and meaning is not left out of consideration by the
author and the regulations laid down by Information for Contributors above in section 1 are
reasonably followed by the author;
6. send the manuscript with stated deadlines for comments to two authors;
7. send the comments received to the authors for reply;
8 send the manuscript, comments and reply with a short abstract and curriculum vitae
written by the author to the editor of URAM journal to the following address:
David J. Leigh, S. J.
Editor of URAM Journal
English Dept,
Seattle University
901 - 12th Ave
Seattle, WA 98122 USA
Tel. 206-296-5414
Email: Dleigh@seattleu.edu
All recommendations and nominations should also be sent to the editor.

